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NMR Structures of Salt-Refolded Forms of the 434-Repressor DNA-Binding
Domain in 6 M Urea†
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ABSTRACT: The N-terminal 63-residue fragment of the phage 434-repressor, 434(1-63), has a well-defined
globular fold in H2O solution, and is unfolded in 6 M urea at pH 7.5. In this study, 434(1-63) has been
refolded by adding either 1.7 M NaCl or 0.47 M NaTFA to the solution in 6 M urea, and the NMR
structures of both refolded forms have been determined. The two refolded forms have similar free energies
of unfolding and are ∼16 kJ/mol less stable than the protein in H2O solution. 434(1-63) refolded with
NaCl exhibits NMR chemical shifts very similar to and a three-dimensional structure nearly identical to
those of 434(1-63) in H2O solution. The protein refolded with NaTFA also has a similar global fold, but
it shows local differences near Phe44, of which two different orientations of the aromatic ring are compatible
with the experimental data. This local conformational polymorphism attracted our interest because
hydrophobic contacts between two subdomains of residues 1-36 and 45-63 are mediated by the Phe44
side chain. Anion binding experiments suggest that this polymorphism is caused by binding of TFAanions to a cluster of positively charged Arg and Lys residues located in the loop connecting the two
subdomains, with apparent binding constants for TFA- (Kapp) on the order of 30 mM-1.

High temperature, extreme pH values, or denaturing
chemicals such as urea or guanidinium hydrochloride (GdmHCl)1 are commonly used to investigate partially or
completely unfolded states of proteins (1-4). In some cases,
the unfolded proteins usually can be refolded back to a
compact, collapsed state under denaturing conditions (58). Examples are salt-induced refolding of proteins at acidic
pH (9), leading to the formation of a non-native, structured
“A-state” with the characteristics of a “molten globule” (10).
Multidimensional heteronuclear NMR studies of small
proteins such as R-lactalbumin (11), apomyoglobin (12),
barnase (13), and lysozyme (14) allowed detailed structural
and dynamic characterization of salt-stabilized A-states,
which typically have a high content of secondary structure,
a non-native environment of the aromatic side chains, and a
disordered tertiary structure when compared to the native
globular fold (10, 15). It was also shown that anions can
play a key role in the refolding of the A-states (16), and in
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the stabilization of the native folded state from which the
A-states had been derived (17). High salt concentrations that
stabilize folded protein structures (17, 18) have also been
shown to induce the refolding of urea- and GdmHCldestabilized proteins (8).
The difference in the refolding of proteins from acidunfolded states or from denaturant-unfolded states is based
on an electrostatic or lyotropic stabilization mechanism,
respectively (16-19). In electrostatic stabilization, anions
interact specifically with positively charged groups of the
protein and thus modify its internal charge distribution.
Lyotropic effects depend on water-salt interactions that
change the water structure, while the protein is assumed to
be a passive component. It is especially intriguing to
investigate salt refolding of proteins in highly concentrated
denaturant solutions, since, as in the case of A-state stabilization, the anion of the salt might largely determine the
physical-chemical characteristics of the refolded state (16,
18, 19).
In this paper, we report the determination of the threedimensional structures of salt-refolded forms of the 63residue N-terminal fragment of the phage 434-repressor,
434(1-63) (20-23), in a concentrated urea solution. The
salt-refolded forms are found to be different from the molten
globule state of proteins stabilized by salt at acidic pH, and
specific binding of salt anions is found to destabilize local
structure in the salt-stabilized global fold. Thus, the different
natures of the refolding salts used here, NaCl and NaTFA,
result in stabilization of two locally different refolded
conformations in 6 M urea. These differences are evaluated
in light of the known different electrostatic and lyotropic
properties of Cl- and TFA- anions.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Thermal Denaturation Measured by Circular Dichroism.
Thermal denaturation of 434(1-63) in 50 mM potassium
phosphate buffer and in the presence and absence of 6 M
urea and 0.04, 0.47, or 1 M NaTFA, or 1.7 M NaCl at pH
7.5, was monitored by circular dichroism at 222 nm on a
Jasco J-710 spectropolarimeter with an RTE-100 thermobath
using a thermostated cuvette (Omnilab) with a path length
of 0.5 cm. The temperature was increased at a linear rate of
50 °C/h. The denaturation temperature (Tm), the free energy
change of denaturation (∆GU-N), and the change in enthalpy
at Tm (∆Hm) were evaluated by a nonlinear fit of the CD
signal intensity at 222 nm as a function of temperature. Since
it is difficult to obtain precise values for the heat capacity
(∆Cp) from thermal denaturation curves, we arbitrarily
decided to use a ∆Cp of 0 for the fit. For the calculations of
∆GU-N, ∆Cp was approximated by assuming a value of 50
J/mol per residue multiplied by the number of residues.
Structure Determination. For the NMR measurements,
uniformly 15N-labeled 434-repressor(1-63) was used, which
was prepared as described previously (20, 21). The sample
conditions were 1 mM 434(1-63) in 50 mM potassium
phosphate buffer in a 90% H2O/10% 2H2O mixture at pH
7.5. This solution was studied in the presence and absence
of 6 M urea, and with addition of variable concentrations of
NaTFA between 0 and 1 M, or of NaCl between 0 and 2 M.
NMR experiments were performed at 400 and 750 MHz on
Varian Unity-plus spectrometers at 18 °C. The following
NMR spectra were collected: E.COSY (24) with simultaneous presaturation of the urea and water resonances,
NOESY (τm ) 60 ms) and clean-TOCSY (τm ) 55 ms) with
WATERGATE water suppression (25) and presaturation of
the urea resonance, 3D 15N-resolved 1H-1H NOESY (τm )
70 ms), and 3D 15N-resolved 1H-1H TOCSY (τm ) 45 ms)
(26). The NOE-based sequential assignment approach was
applied to obtain sequence-specific 1H resonance assignments
(27). The strategy followed for the structure determination
of 434(1-63) in 6 M urea and 0.47 M NaTFA, or in 6 M
urea and 1.7 M NaCl, was essentially the same as for the
previous structure determinations of 434(1-63) (23) and 434[R10M](1-63) (21). To obtain the input for the structure
calculation, proton-proton upper limit distance constraints
were collected from a 3D 15N-resolved 1H-1H NOESY
spectrum and from homonuclear 2D 1H-1H NOESY spectra
(27), and 3JRβ coupling constants were measured using
E.COSY. The structure calculation was carried out with
DYANA (28), and the resulting structures were energyminimized with OPAL (29). The analysis of the structures
in terms of rmsd values, atom displacements, and identification of hydrogen bonds were performed with MOLMOL
(30).
The proton-to-deuterium exchange rates (kex) for 434(163) were measured at 18 °C by serial recordings of 1H-15N
COSY spectra started within 2 min of dissolving the
lyophilized protein either in 2H2O buffered at p2H 4.6 (direct
reading, uncorrected for isotope effects), in 6 M urea-d4 and
0.47 M NaTFA in 2H2O at p2H 4.6, or in 6 M urea-d4 and
1.7 M NaCl in 2H2O at p2H 4.2. In the p2H range of 4.24.6, the intrinsic exchange rates are sufficiently small to
enable the detection of even relatively rapidly exchanging
amide protons (27). The values of krc for the unfolded
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Table 1: Thermal Denaturation of the 434(1-63) Protein Domain
in Different Solventsa
solvent

Tmb

∆Hmc

∆GU-Nd

H2O
H2O, 6 M urea, 1.7 M NaCl
H2O, 6 M urea, 0.47 M NaTFA
H2O, 6 M urea, 2.8 M NaCl
H2O, 6 M urea, 1.0 M NaTFA

69.0 ( 0.4
50.8 ( 0.5
46.6 ( 0.5
58.9 ( 0.5
56.0 ( 0.4

249.5 ( 3.8
131.9 ( 3.3
144.4 ( 4.2
148.6 ( 3.3
154.9 ( 4.2

24.3 ( 1.3
7.9 ( 0.8
8.4 ( 0.8
10.9 ( 0.8
10.5 ( 0.8

a
Thermal unfolding curves were measured in 50 mM potassium
phosphate buffer at pH 7.5 by monitoring the CD signal at 222 nm.
Average values and standard deviations were obtained by nonlinear
fitting of the data with Kaleida-Graph (Abelbeck Software). b Midpoint
of thermal unfolding in degrees Celsius. c Enthalpy change at the
midpoint of thermal unfolding in kilojoules per mole. d Free energy
change of unfolding in kilojoules per mole, calculated for 18 °C; in
these calculations, a ∆Cp value of 3.2 kJ mol-1 °C-1 was used, based
on the assumption that ∆Cp per residue is 50 J mol-1 °C-1.

proteins were estimated using acid-, base-, and watercatalyzed intrinsic exchange rates (31, 32) in the presence
of high salt concentrations calculated using the web-based
program SPHERE (http:// www.fccc.edu/research/labs/roder/
sphere). Since intrinsic exchange rates of model peptides are
known to decrease linearly with the concentration of urea,
the effect of the denaturant was taken into account using
the data in Figure 2C in ref 33.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermal Stability of the 434(1-63) Protein Domain
Refolded in 6 M Urea by Addition of Salts. Refolding of
434(1-63) in 6 M urea was monitored by recording circular
dichroism (CD) and 1H-15N COSY nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectra (34) at variable concentrations of
NaCl or NaTFA. For both salts, plots of the CD signal at a
wavelength of 222 nm versus the salt concentration in 6 M
urea follow a sigmoidal curve (8), which indicates a
cooperative transition of a largely unfolded protein to a
refolded state (35). At NaCl and NaTFA concentrations
below 200 mM, two sets of peaks were detected in the 1H15
N COSY spectra, showing that under these conditions
unfolded and refolded forms of the protein coexist with slow
exchange on the chemical shift time scale. The minimal salt
concentrations required for complete refolding at pH 7.5,
where 434(1-63) is most stable (8), were 1.7 M NaCl or
0.47 M NaTFA, and structural studies were performed at
these salt concentrations.
The change in ellipticity at 222 nm was used to calculate
the free energy of denaturation (∆GU-N) and the enthalpy
change (∆Hm) at the midpoint of the denaturation at Tm
(Table 1). The two forms of 434(1-63) refolded in 6 M
urea with 1.7 M NaCl or 0.47 M NaTFA exhibit similar
values for the melting temperature, and for the enthalpy and
free energy of denaturation. Both forms are ∼16 kJ/mol less
stable than the protein in H2O solution at pH 7.5. Amide
proton-to-deuterium exchange resulted in reduced protection
factors [P ) krc/kex (Figure 1E)], which also clearly manifests
the reduced global stabilities of the refolded proteins (36);
krc is the intrinsic exchange rate in the unfolded polypeptide,
and kex is the measured exchange rate (37, 38).
Structure of 434(1-63) Refolded with 1.7 M NaCl in 6 M
Urea. On the basis of the amide proton chemical shifts, at
most minor structural changes are expected between 434(1-63) refolded with NaCl in 6 M urea and the protein in
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FIGURE 1: (A-D) Global displacements for backbone atoms N,
sc
CR, and C′ [Dbb
glob (O)] and for the side chain heavy atoms [Dglob
(9)] plotted vs the amino acid sequence. (A and B) Average of the
displacements between the 20 conformers used to represent the
NMR structure and the mean structure of 434(1-63) refolded in 6
M urea with 0.47 M NaTFA and 1.7 M NaCl, respectively. (C and
D) Displacements between the mean structures of 434(1-63) in
H2O solution (21) and 434(1-63) refolded in 6 M urea with 0.47
M NaTFA and 1.7 M NaCl, respectively. (E) Logarithmic plot of
the protection factors, P, for exchange with solvent 2H of the
backbone amide protons of 434(1-63) in 2H2O solution (b), 434(1-63) refolded in 6 M urea in 2H2O with 0.47 M NaTFA (9),
and 434(1-63) refolded in 6 M urea in 2H2O with 1.7 M NaCl
(]). Data are given for only those residues where the amide proton
resonance could be observed with the real-time exchange measurements used. The locations of helices I-V are given at the top of
panel A.

FIGURE 2: Plot of the number of NOE upper distance constraints
per residue (n) vs the amino acid sequence of 434(1-63). (A)
Refolded in 6 M urea with 0.47 M NaTFA. (B) Refolded in 6 M
urea with 1.7 M NaCl. (C) Folded protein in H2O solution in the
absence of urea. The constraints are classified as follows: (black)
intraresidual, (cross-hatched) protons in sequentially neighboring
residues, (vertically hatched) protons located in residues separated
by two to five positions along the sequence, and (white) longerrange constraints (27).

H2O solution. The same conclusion comes from nearly
identical distributions of NOE upper distance constraints
along the sequence for 434(1-63) in H2O, or refolded in
urea with NaCl (Figure 2). This was then confirmed by the
determination of the NMR structure (Figure 3 and Table 2).
The global rmsd calculated for backbone atoms N, CR, and
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C′ between the mean structure and the 20 energy-refined
conformers is 0.61 ( 0.10 Å for residues 3-60. All φ and
ψ angles are located in the most favored and additional
allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot. The data in Table
2 thus demonstrate that NMR structures of a similar high
quality were obtained for the refolded and native forms of
434(1-63). The total AMBER energy for NaCl-refolded
434(1-63) is close to the AMBER energy calculated for the
protein structure in H2O solution (21). Figure 3B displays
the bundle of 20 conformers that represent the conformation
of 434(1-63) refolded with NaCl, which is very similar to
that of the protein in H2O solution (Figures 1D and 3A).
The molecular architecture includes five R-helices comprising
residues 2-13 (I), 17-24 (II), 28-35 (III), 45-52 (IV), and
56-61 (V). The data of Figure 1B,D and Table 2 confirm
that the backbone fold of 434(1-63) refolded with NaCl is
very similar to that of the protein in H2O solution. The global
displacements calculated for the backbone of the helical
residues are smaller than 0.6 Å, and only the displacements
for the loop between helices III and IV and for the chain
ends are significantly larger (Figure 1D). The reduced
precision reflects the near absence of long-range and
medium-range NOEs in these regions (Figure 2B). It is
noteworthy that 434(1-63) refolded with NaCl contains a
core with tertiary packing of the amino acids similar to that
of the native protein (Figure 3A,B). Often when unfolded
proteins are refolded from usually denaturing conditions to
a collapsed state, they form molten globules with a disordered
tertiary structure when compared to the native globular fold
(10-15).
Structure of 434(1-63) Refolded with 0.47 M NaTFA in
6 M Urea. In contrast to the 434(1-63) refolded in 6 M
urea with NaCl, the protein refolded with NaTFA showed
some significant local deviations of proton chemical shifts
from those of the protein in H2O solution, in particular for
HN of Arg43, Phe44, and Ile45, with differences of 0.28,
1.61, and 0.48 ppm, respectively. The largest difference
observed for an aliphatic proton is 0.98 ppm for Hβ2 of Pro42.
Conversely, the NOESY cross-peak network is similar to
the one of the protein in H2O solution, except for the longrange NOEs with aromatic ring protons of Phe44, which
showed an ∼5-fold reduction in intensity when compared
to the corresponding NOEs found for 434(1-63) in aqueous
solution, and the appearance of additional weak NOEs
between the aromatic protons of Phe44 and the backbone
protons of Arg43. Structure calculations with DYANA (28)
resulted in a high-quality globular NMR structure, as
evidenced by a low global rmsd and good Ramachandran
statistics (Table 2) as well as by similar tertiary packing of
the refolded and the native forms of 434(1-63) (Figure
3A,C). This structure is very similar to the structure of 434(1-63) in H2O solution (Figure 1C and Table 2). A set of
24 NOE constraints was identified, which all were consistently violated in the calculated structures and which all
involve the side chain of Phe44. When the calculations were
repeated without these constraints, a bundle of 20 protein
conformers containing two alternative positions of the
aromatic ring of Phe44 was obtained (Figure 4). In 12 of
the 20 conformers, the position of the aromatic ring corresponds closely to that of 434(1-63) in H2O solution, where
it is in a hydrophobic pocket formed by the side chains of
Val24, Ile31, Leu34, Pro42, and Leu48. In the remaining
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FIGURE 3: Stereoviews of all-heavy-atom representations of bundles of 20 energy-minimized DYANA conformers of 434(1-63): (A) in
H2O solution at 18 °C and pH 7.5, (B) refolded in 6 M urea with 1.7 M NaCl at 18 °C and pH 7.5, and (C) refolded in 6 M urea with 0.47
M NaTFA at 18 °C and pH 7.5. Backbone atoms N, CR, and C′ of residues 3-60 were superimposed for a minimal rmsd. The backbone
is colored blue, and the side chains are colored brown.

eight conformers, the Phe44 side chain is rotated out of this
pocket toward the protein surface. For the two subgroups of
434(1-63) structures (Figure 4), ring current shift calculations (Figure 5A) reproduced the experimental proton chemical shift differences (Figure 5B) remarkably well. Since only
a single set of proton resonances was found in the experimental spectra, we conclude that the rate of exchange
between the two orientations of the Phe44 side chain is
significantly faster than the chemical shift differences
between the two conformations, i.e., faster than 1000 s-1.
Binding of TFA- Anions to 434(1-63) in H2O Solution
and to 434(1-63) Refolded in 6 M Urea. Specific binding
of salts to 434(1-63) was monitored by collecting a series
of 1H-15N COSY spectra in H2O solution at pH 7.5 after
addition of variable concentrations of NaCl or NaTFA. A
titration of the protein solution with NaCl showed no
significant change in 1H and 15N chemical shifts. In contrast,

a titration with NaTFA caused sizable changes in the 1H and
N resonance positions of Arg43, Phe44, and Ile45 (Figure
6 A), and also of 15N of Gly25 and Thr39, while most of
the other residues were hardly affected. The chemical shifts
can be attributed to specific anion binding, since the two
salts share the Na+ cation but only NaTFA causes significant
chemical shifts. Considering the pronounced selectivity of
the effect of TFA- binding to only five residues, it is to be
attributed to a localized change of the protein structure near
specific anion-binding sites, rather than to a perturbation of
the global structure.
The chemical shift dependence of some amide moieties
on the NaTFA concentration has been used to quantitate the
binding process. If binding of N mol of the anion (X) to 1
mol of protein with intrinsic binding constants (Ki) shifts
the conformational equilibrium between the free protein (A)
and liganded forms (AX, AX2, ..., AXN), then the observable
15
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Table 2: Analysis of the Bundles of 20 Energy-Minimized DYANA
Conformers of 434(1-63) in 6 M Urea Refolded either with 0.47 M
NaTFA or with 1.7 M NaCl, and Comparison with the Structure of
434(1-63) in H2O Solution
refolded with refolded with
0.47 M NaTFA 1.7 M NaCl
no. of input constraints
upper distance limits from NOEs
φ, ψ, and χ1 torsion angle constraintsa
stereospecific assignments
DYANA residual target function
value (Å2)b
NOE violations >0.1 Å
torsion angle violations >2.5°
total AMBER energy (kJ/mol)
rmsd (Å)
bb (3-60)c,d
all heavy atoms (3-60)d
bb (3-60) H2O/refoldede
bb (3-35)c,d
all heavy atoms (3-35)d
bb (3-35) H2O/refoldede
bb (46-60)c,d
all heavy atoms (46-60)d
bb (46-60) H2O/refoldede
Ramachandran statistics (%)f
residues in the most favored regions
residues in additional allowed regions
residues in generously allowed regions
residues in the disallowed regions

661
145
36
0.11 ( 0.1

696
148
38
0.43 ( 0.15

0.6 ( 0.12
0.0 ( 0.0
-8540 ( 200

1.8 ( 0.24
0.1 ( 0.04
-8500 ( 230

0.57 ( 0.10
1.16 ( 0.10
1.07
0.46 ( 0.08
1.01 ( 0.11
0.65
0.27 ( 0.06
0.65 ( 0.06
0.34

0.61 ( 0.10
1.24 ( 0.16
0.66
0.49 ( 0.11
1.09 ( 0.16
0.49
0.27 ( 0.07
0.61 ( 0.07
0.29

84
16
0
0

81
19
0
0

a
These constraints include the information obtained from the
measurement of coupling constants: 53 3JΗΝR and 34 3JRβ coupling
constants were determined for 434(1-63) refolded with 0.47 M NaTFA,
and the corresponding numbers for 434(1-63) refolded with 1.7 M
NaCl are 53 and 37, respectively. b Before energy minimization. c bb
stands for backbone heavy atoms N, CR, and C′. The numbers in
parentheses indicate the residues which were used for minimal rmsd
superposition. d The global rmsd is given as the average of the pairwise
rmsd values between each of the 20 energy-refined DYANA (28)
conformers and the mean structure. e The rmsd between the mean
structures of 434(1-63) in H2O (21) and in the refolded form. f The
Ramachandran statistics was calculated with DYANA (28).

equilibrium constant Kapp can be written as

Kapp ) ([AX] + [AX2] + ...)/Atot ) 1/(1 + [X]K1 +
[X]2K2 + ...) (1)
For noncompetitive binding, the average number of anions
bound per protein molecule (N
h ) can be calculated as

N
h ) d(ln Kapp)/d(ln[X])

(2)

Values for Kapp were calculated from the equation Kapp ) (Y
- Y0)/(Y1 - Y), where Y is the observed chemical shift of a
particular amide proton and Y0 and Y1 are the corresponding
values for the free and bound states, respectively, based on
the chemical shifts of the NaTFA-free and fully NaTFAsaturated form of the protein (Figure 6A). Figure 6B shows
plots of ln Kapp versus the logarithm of the anion concentration for the three residues of Figure 6A, which resulted in
values for N
h of 1.09, 1.10, and 0.87 for Arg43, Phe44, and
Ile45, respectively.
The intrinsic binding constant for the titratable residues
(Kb) was evaluated by fitting the data in Figure 6A to a
simple two-state binding equation (35):

Kapp ) 1/(1 + [X]Kb)

(3)

The inverse value of the binding constant corresponds to the
anion concentrations of the transition midpoint, which are
30.1 ( 0.5, 31.9 ( 0.6, and 37.0 ( 0.9 mM for Arg43,
Phe44, and Ile45, respectively. The result indicates that only
one TFA- anion binds to each binding site on the protein
surface, and that there is no cooperative interaction between
multiple anions bound. The analysis of eqs 1-3 cannot give
the total number of binding sites. Nonetheless, the fact that
similar values of 1/Kapp were obtained for Arg43 and Phe44,
whereas 1/Kapp of Ile45 is slightly different, may suggest that
in addition to the binding site situated close to residues Arg43
and Phe44, an additional, lower-affinity TFA- binding site
might be present in the vicinity of Phe44.
Structure-Stabilizing Mechanisms. Three factors might
contribute to the refolding of 434(1-63) by 1.7 M NaCl or
0.47 M NaTFA in the presence of 6 M urea at neutral pH,
where this protein is otherwise unfolded. These are the
Debye-Hückel electrostatic screening effect of ions, the
lyotropic effect of anions on the water structure, and anion
binding to the protein (16). The experimental result that the
refolding transitions induced by NaCl or NaTFA are dependent on the anion would be inconsistent with the DebyeHückel electrostatic screening effect being a major factor.
To allow comparison of the effects of NaCl and NaTFA at
identical ionic strengths, we added 1.23 M NaBr to the
protein solution in 6 M urea and 0.47 M NaTFA, whereby
NaBr was selected for its weak lyotropic efficacy (39). The
addition of 1.23 M NaBr caused no significant changes in
the 1H or 15N chemical shifts of the refolded protein,
indicating that there is at most a negligibly small dependence
of the protein refolding on the overall ionic strength of the
solution.
All data that were obtained are consistent with the
lyotropic effect being the major stabilization factor of the
salt additives on the 434(1-63) structure in 6 M urea. The
refolding efficacy of anions follows the Hofmeister series
of anions; i.e., TFA- has a stronger effect on the water
structure than Cl- (19, 39), and consequently, less TFA- is
required to bring about refolding of 434(1-63) in 6 M urea.
Denaturation studies at variable salt concentrations (Table
1) showed that the transition temperature and the free energy
of denaturation of the refolded protein increase monotonically
with the amount of salt used, which would also be consistent
with lyotropic stabilization (39). Further, it was observed
that refolding of 434(1-63) in 6 M urea can also be achieved
with molar concentrations of nonionizable compounds, for
example, glucose (8), which can also cause lyotropic
stabilization (18).
Binding of an anion to positively charged groups in the
protein has been identified as the major factor responsible
for anion-induced refolding from acid-denatured states to the
compact, non-native A-state (16). Since the stabilization
effect is determined by the particular distribution of charges
and the affinity of the anions for each of the potential binding
sites, refolding strongly depends on the anion species and is
usually incomplete, leading to the formation of non-native,
molten globule states (15, 16). To investigate possible effects
of specific TFA binding in the system being studied here,
the interactions of TFA- with folded 434(1-63) in aqueous
solution were monitored in a series of NMR spectra.
Stabilization of a non-native conformation of the polypeptide
at concentrations of 2-30 mM NaTFA was found, and a
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FIGURE 4: Stereoview of a bundle of 20 energy-minimized DYANA conformers of 434(1-63) refolded in 6 M urea with 0.47 M NaTFA.
Backbone atoms N, CR, and C′ of residues 3-60 were superimposed for a minimal rmsd. Subdomains I (residues 2-35) and II (residues
45-60) are colored cyan and blue, respectively. All heavy atoms are shown for Phe44 (yellow), which shows two sub-bundles of locally
different conformers. Residues colored red contain at least one proton with a chemical shift difference of >0.15 ppm when compared to
the corresponding proton in 434(1-63) in H2O solution.

FIGURE 5: Plots of the proton chemical shift differences [∆δ(1H)]
between different folded forms of the protein vs the sequence of
434(1-63). The intervals between successive vertical ticks on the
abscissa are proportional to the number of assigned protons of the
particular residue. The amplitudes of the vertical bars represent the
sums of the chemical shift differences of all protons in the residue.
(A) Chemical shift differences predicted from ring current calculations using MOLMOL (30) between the two conformers of 434(1-63) refolded with NaTFA in urea, one with the same position
of the aromatic ring of Phe44 that is seen in the folded protein in
H2O solution and one with the solvent-exposed position of the
Phe44 side chain (Figure 4). (B) Experimental chemical shift
differences between 434(1-63) in 6 M urea refolded with NaTFA
and 434(1-63) in H2O solution. (C) Experimental chemical shift
differences between 434(1-63) refolded with NaCl in 6 M urea
and 434(1-63) in H2O solution. In panels B and C, the protein in
H2O was assessed at pH 4.8, and the refolded proteins were assessed
at pH 7.5.

TFA- concentration of 30 mM is sufficient for occupation
of half of the anion binding sites of 434(1-63) in H2O
solution (Figure 6A). For refolding of 434(1-63) in 6 M
urea, a significantly higher concentration of TFA- is required,
with 0.16 M TFA- refolding half of the 434(1-63) molecules. This observation suggests that binding of TFA- to
the protein is unlikely to be the major factor in refolding.
Rather, it is responsible for a local modification of the protein
structure, independent of the additional presence of urea.
Thus, our data indicate for both salts that the major
contribution to refolding is the Hofmeister stabilization. The

FIGURE 6: (A) Chemical shift deviations relative to the protein in
H2O solution (23) [∆δ(1H)] of amide protons of 434(1-63) at pH
7.5 in an aqueous NaTFA solution vs the NaTFA concentration.
Data are shown for Arg43, Phe44, and Ile45, which are unique in
that a strong dependence on the NaTFA concentration was found
(see the text). The lines through the experimental points represent
fits of the data with eq 3. (B) Plot of ln Kapp vs ln[NaTFA],
representing binding of TFA- to 434(1-63) according to eq 2. The
same symbols as in panel A are used to represent R43, F44, and
I45.

molecular mechanism of the Hofmeister effect is not sufficiently well-known to explain why a significantly lower
concentration of TFA- than of Cl- anions is required for
refolding.
In conclusion, the structure of 434(1-63) in 6 M urea
refolded with NaCl coincides nearly identically with that of
434(1-63) in H2O solution, albeit with a somewhat reduced
stability for the refolded form. In contrast, the structural and
dynamic features of 434(1-63) in 6 M urea refolded with
0.47 M NaTFA indicate that under these conditions the
protein adopts a folded state which is reminiscent of a “highly
ordered molten globule” (11). This is supported by further
reduced values of the amide proton exchange protection
factors, when compared to those in the NaCl-refolded form

Structures of the 434-Repressor Refolded in 6 M Urea
(Figure 1E), and by the observation that the time-averaged
structure is close to but not identical with the one in H2O
solution.
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